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Observation Week 2 

In observation we are always thinking of ourselves as a Biblical detective. We always ask the question. What do I see? 

 

In order to effectively utilize the tool of Observation, we need to ask the following questions when observing a passage 

of scripture. 

 Who is the author of the Passage? 

 Whom is the author addressing? (God’s People? A specific church? Unbelievers?) 

 What is the most important term or concept in the passage? 

 What are the main verbs? What are the tenses of those verbs? 

 Are there terms you need to define to better understand the passage? 

 Are there people or places you need to identify? 

 Like Where’s Waldo? 
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 What do you know about the people or places mentioned? 

 Can you identify any cause-effect relationship in the author’s writing? 

 In what ways does the passage apply to your own personal life? (If there isn’t an obvious one, is there a more 

subtle one?) 

 What things from this passage might want you to study later in further detail? 

 

Observing a passage 

Psalm 93:1 The LORD reigns, He is clothed with majesty; The LORD has clothed and girded Himself with strength; Indeed, 

the world is firmly established, it will not be moved. 

It is a good idea to utilize the about mentioned questions when observing a passage of scripture. Not all of them will 

always apply but we should ask them anyway. 

Who is the author of the Passage? We know that a Psalmist wrote this passage but was the Psalmist David? The passage 

does not tell us specifically. What we do know is that all Scripture is inspired so we can deduce from 2Tim 3:16 so we 

know for sure that God is the true author. 

Whom is the author addressing? Since we know that the time of the writing of this Psalm is before Christ’s 1st advent, we 

have to conclude that the author is addressing the Hebrew people who have come to worship God. We also know that 

Psalms were sung by the choir of priests during the worship of God in the Temple so the Psalmist is exhorting the people 

with God’s royal majesty.  

What is the most important term or concept in the passage? The most important term is the subject of the Passage: 

“LORD” The word is mentioned twice so the LORD is the most important term or concept in the passage. 

What are the main verbs? What are the tenses of those verbs? The main verbs in the passage are; “reigns, is, has and 

will not” The verbs “is and reigns” are in the present tense but  do no infer that they are now in the past tense. The verb 

“has” is in the past tense and looking at the passage suggested that at some point in the past the LORD did wrap himself 

in strength and that strength has a lasting effect to this day. When the passage says that the world is firmly established 

and will not be moved, the tense would indicate that at some point in the past this took place and will have a lasting 

effect into the future. 

Can you identify any cause-effect relationship in the author’s writing? Did you notice that the LORD is the one who girds 

himself? Normally royalty have servants who dress the king. Why is it only the LORD is the only one who can dress 

himself? 

What other key terms do we see? What comes to mind when we think about the word majesty and strength? Webster 

defines “Majesty” (Greatness of appearance; dignity; grandeur; dignity of aspect or manner; the quality or state of a 

person or thing which inspires awe or reverence in the beholder; applied with peculiar propriety to God and his works.) 

What comes to mind in the term “strength”? Is it physical strength that is attributed to God? Certainly that is part of the 

meaning. The context says that God himself girds himself with strength. One of the definitions of strength is Power. One 

thing to keep in mind that how a term is defined will also be contingent upon how that term is used in the context of the 

sentence. So based upon the context does God gird himself with physical strength or does he gird himself with power? 
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In this passage does the term “world” indicate the earth or something else? We know that the earth turns on its axis and 

is slanted in its rotation around the sun. So based upon the context, is the Psalmist speaking about the physical earth or 

the something more spiritual in nature? One of the definitions of world can mean realm or kingdom. Based upon the 

context, which definition best describes the world over which God reigns? 

What types of emotions (both positive and negative) would this passage of scripture present to the reader? 

I think Chris Tomlin best described this verse in the Psalms with his song, “How Great is our God?” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbjhhDvU88U

